sunflower seeds celebrating everyday spirituality - celebrating everyday spirituality each monday I'll post a short reflection a simple musing on some aspect of spirituality the everyday kind of spirituality that includes things like walking in the park slicing an onion for the casserole caring for a child studying for an exam reading a line from scripture laughing at a joke or mourning a significant loss, sbf glossary b plexsoft com - click here for bottom b b basic not that it was ever called that but the b programming language was a simplified version of bcpl in the name of which the b stood for basic b was a typeless language like bcpl and like bcpl also it is remembered today for its genealogical connection to c explained at the algol entry b was created in 1970 by ken thompson for the first unix system on the, full text of new internet archive - search the history of over 351 billion web pages on the internet, le live marseille aller dans les plus grandes soir es - retrouvez toutes les discoth que marseille et se retrouver dans les plus grandes soir es en discoth que marseille